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To al tell ?? it ??y concer-?, 
Beit known that I, CRAVEN R. ORD, of Mon 

treal, in the Province of Montreal and Do 
minion of Canada, have invented a new and 

5 Improved Air-Pump Governor, of which the 
following is a full, clear, and exact description. 
The invention relates to governors for air 

brakes; and its object is to provide a new and 
improved governor which is simple and du 
l'able in construction and very effective and positive in operation. 
The invention consists of certain parts and 

details and combinations of the same, as will 
be hereinafter fully described, and then point 
ed out in the claims. 

Reference is to be had to the accompany ing drawing, forming a part of this specifica 
tion, in which the figure represents a sectional 
side elevation of the improvement. 
The improved air-pump governor A is pro 

vided with a suitably-constructed casing B, 
having a steam-inlet C, connected by the port 
D in the partition D' with the steam-outlet 
E, leading to the pump. The steam-inlet C 
is COinnected in the usual man mer with the 
boiler. The port D is adapted to be closed by 
the reduced end F of a cylindrical main valve 
F, fitted to slide freely in the cylinder G, 
formed on the casing B. 
The upper part of the cylindrical main 

Valve F is made hollow and is adapted to re 
ceive one end of a coiled spring H, pressing 
with its other end against a plug I, screwing 
in One end of a cylinder J, somewhat less in 
diameter than the cylinder G, but arranged 
into line with the latter. The cylinder J is 
formed in a casing B", screwing into the main 
Casing B, as is plainly shown in the drawing. 
The upper end of the cylinder J is formed with 
a valve-seat adapted to be closed by an aux 
iliary valve IX, held on a reduced end IX'' of a 
valve-stem K, fitted to slide in the cylinder 
L, formed in the upper part of the casing B' 
and somewhat less in diameter than the cyl 
in der J, previously mentioned. 
The cylinder J is connected by a port ct with 

the steam-inlet C, and the lower part of the 
cylinder L is connected by a port b with the 
upper end of the cylinder G. The upper end 
of the valve-stem is extends into a chamber 
N, formed in the extreme upper end of the 
casing B", and in the said chamber is held a 
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disk O', against the under side of which abuts 
the upper end of the valve-stem K. The disk 
O' is secured on the lower end of a stem O, 
and on the top of the said disk is arranged a 
diaphragm P. held in place on the said disk 
O' by a nut Oº, screwing om the stem O. 
The diaphragm P is held in place in the 

chamber N by a cap B', screwing into the up 
per end of the casing B". The stem () pro 
jects into this cap B, and also into a cap Q, 
screwing on the cap B, and provided at its 
upper end with an opening Q', connected with 
the air-pipe of the air-brake on Winich the de 
vice is to be applied. The upper end of the 
stem O is quite slack in the opening Q', so 
that the air passes down into the cap B, where 
it presses on the top side of diaphragm. P. 
On the stem O is a coiled spring R, which 

rests with its lower end on the cap B' and 
with its upper end against the under side of 
a nut S, screwing on the stem O and locked 
in place by a jam-nut S'. The lower part of 
the chamber N is connected by an opening 
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N' with the outside, the said opening serving 
as a drip for any water of condensation which 
may accumulate in the chamber N. 
The operation is as follows: The device, as 

illustrated in the drawings, shows the dia 
phragm P when it is depressed by air-press 
ure applied on its top side, which comes down 
through the opening Q'. The auxiliary valve 
K is thereby pushed off its seat in the upper 
end of the cylinder J, so that live-steam from 
the inlet C can pass through the port a into 
the cylinder J, and from the latter past the 
auxiliary valve IX into the lower end of the 
cylinder L, from which the steam passes into 
the port b and into the upper end of the cyl 
inder G to press the main valve F downward, 
so that its reduced end F closes the port TD, 
thus shutting off communication between the 
inlet C and the outlet E. It is understood 
that the total pressure on top of valve F is 
greater than the total pressure on the bottom, 
owing to the spring II and the weight of the 
valve, which keeps the pressure greater on 
the inlet side than on the outlet, and the ini 
tial pressure on the shoulder, or that portion 
of the valve which does not cover the portID, 
being less than the initial pressure which acts 
on the top of the valve, the total pressure on 
the bottom will be less than the total press 
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ure on the top, so that the valve starts and 
moves downward toward its seat as soon as 
the auxiliary valve K is pushed off its seat 
by the diaphragm. Now as this main valve 
approaches its seat the opening through the 
port D is reduced, so that the volume of 
steam will be slightly checked and the press 
ure on the outlet side thereby lowered, and 
at the same time the pressure acting on the 
shoulder, or that portion of the valve which 
does not cover the port, will be also lessened, 
and consequently the downward movement 
of the valve is accelerated until the valve 
reaches its seat. When the valve has finally 
reached its seat and the port thereby closed, 
the pressure is only on the extreme lower end, 
or that portion of the valve which covers the 
port, and its area being less than the whole 
top area of the valve, the valve will be firmly 
held to its seat until the pressure on the top 
is reduced. The moment the air-pressure is 
reduced or taken off the spring R draws the 
stem O and the diaphragm P upward, so that 
live steam entering the cylinder J through 
the port a seats the auxiliary valve IK, thus 
shutting off the communication of the cylin 
der J with the portb, leading to the cylinder G. 
The steam-pressure in the inlet C now acts 
on the reduced end F' of the main valve, so 
that the latter slides upward and the port D 
is opened to establish the communication be 
tween the inlet C and the outlet E. It will 
be seen that when the auxiliary valve K is 
closed by a reduction of the air pressure on 
the diaphragm Pithen the steam con fined in 
the upper end of the cylinder G reduces the 
pressure gradually by escaping between the 
sides of the main valve F into the outlet E, 
So that this reduced pressure, together with 
the pressure of spring II, will at last be over. 
come by the steam-pressure in inlet C, which 
will force the main valve Fupward and open 
the port D. 

Having thus fully described my invention, 
I claim as new and desire to secure by Let 
ters Patent w 

1. In an air-pump governor, the combina 
tion, With a passage-way provided with a par 
tition having a port therein and a cylinder 
opening into the outlet, of a valve fitted to 
slide freely in the said cylinder and adapted 
to close the said port, the portion of the valve 
which closes the port being of less cross-sec 
tional area than the part fitting in the cylin 
der, a spring acting on said valve to retain a 
greater pressure on the inlet than on the out 
let side, and an auxiliary valve operated by 

air-pressure and controlling the admission of 
steam to the first-named valve, substantially 
as described. 

2. In an air-pump governor, the combina 
tion, with a passage-way provided With a par 
tition having a port therein and a cylinder 
opening into the outlet and communicating 
through ports with the inlet, of a valve fitted 
to slide freely in the cylinder and having its 
lower end, which closes the port, of less cross 
sectional area than the part fitting in the 
cylinder, a spring acting upon the upper end 
of the valve, and an auxiliary valve for clos 
ing the ports leading to the said cylinder, 
said auxiliary valve being operated by air 
pressure, substantially as herein shown and 
described. 

3. In an air-pump governor, the combina 
tion, with a passage-way divided by a parti 
tion having a port therein, a cylinder above 
the port and opening into the outlet side of 
the passage-way, and a second cylinder of less 
diameter than the first-named cylinder and 
communicating therewith and with tie inlet 
of the passage-way, of a spring-pressed Valve 
in the first-named cylinder and adapted to 
close the port of the passage-way, an auxiliary 
valve in the second-named cylinder and 
adapted to establish and close communication 
between the inlet of the passage-way and the 
cylinder containing the spring-pressed valve 
through the cylinder of the auxiliary valve, 
and a diaphragm adapted to be acted upon 
by air-pressure to operate the auxiliary valve, 
substantially as herein shown and described. 

4. In an air-pump regulator, the combina 
tion, with the spring-pressed stem O, provided 
with the diaphragm P, adapted to be acted 
upon by air-pressure, of a passage-way divided 
by a partition having a port therein, the cyl 
inder G above the port and opening into the 
outlet of the passage-way, the spring-pressed 
valve F F' in the cylinder, the cylinder J 
above the cylinder G and connected by port 
a with the inlet of the passage-way and pro 
vided with a valve-seat, the cylinder L, con 
nected by port b with the cylinder G, and the 
auxiliary valve K, provided with the stem K, 
having the reduced portion K' and adapted 
to be engaged by the lower end of the stem 
O, substantially as herein shown and de 
Scribed. 

CRAVEN R. ORD. 
Witnesses: 

WALTER BIRD, 
GEORGE HEDGE. 
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